
Not Compatible 

Scania 

Not Compatible 

Compatible with AC-069 

only 

Compatible with AC-068 

and AC-069-90 

Connection at back of 

head unit 

Vehicle with camera prep use 

AC-068 connections found in bulk 

head lead through 

Pin 81 triggers Caml 

Pin 82 triggers Cam2 • 

with 12v supply 

Vehicle without camera prep 

Use AC-069-90 connection at 

8ack of head unit 
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1. Ensure the AC-068, AC-069 or AC-069-90 adapters are only used with HARMAN HB AS62 or AS60 display head units. 

2. Purple is camera 1, Green is camera 2. 

3. At time of release monitor functions are as follows; 
IF THIS ADAPTER IS USED WITH THE WRONG DISPLAY UNIT 

IT MAY RESULT IN IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE! 
Unit must be programmed by vehicle manufacturer for camera lnputs to become actlve. 

Cameras should be setto "Generai camera" when using B1 and 82 inputs. This will allow for primary functionality over other media sources. 

lf camera is programmed as " reverse" it will be displayed when reverse gear is selected. Alt other infotainment functions will override the camera. 

Alt other programming options require camera to be manually selected with the display "camera" button. AII other infotainment functions will override the camera. 

4. Please check with the vehicle manufacturer to confirm which monitor the vehicle is equipped with and if it has camera prep (Brigade cannot advise on this) . 

5. • Pin B2 Can be programmed to trigger Cam2 wit_h...!l,Q trigger wire connected, or pin B2 can be setto active and receive a hard-wired input. 

IG PN: 53228 




